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courseoutcome:Afierthecompletionofthiscourse,affi
. Explain the features ofdatabase management systems and relational database.

' Desig[ conceptual models ofa database using ER modelling lbr real life applications and construct
queries in relational algebra.

. Create and populate a RDBMS lbr a real-lil'e application, with constraints and keys. using SeL.. Retrieve any type ofintbrmation from a database by formulating complex queries in SeL.. Analyse the existi[g design ofa database schema and apply concepts ofnonnalization to design an
optimal database.

Unit I Introduction to DBMS:
Why database? Characteristics ofdata in database, DBMS. What are database adva[rases
ofDBMS?
Database Architecture and Modelling: Conceptual, physical and logical database
models, Role ofDBA, Database design.
Entity Relationship (ER) Model Components of ER-model, ER modeling symbols,
Relationships.
Enhanced Entify Relationship (EER) Mode} An Introduction. Superclass and
subclass entity types, Specialization, Generalization. Attribute inheritance.
Categorization & Aggregation.
Ke),rdordsi DBMS, DBA. Entity Relationship (ER), EER, Superclass, Subclass,
Specialization. Generalization, Categorization & Aggregation.

Unit II The Relational Dara Model:
Fundamental Concepts: Relations, Null Values, Keys, Fgreign Keys. Integrity
Constraints Entity Integrity & Relational lntegrity.
Normalization Process: First Nomal Form, Functional Depeldencies, Second Normal
Form. Third Normal Form, Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCNF). Fourth Normal Form;
Other Normal Forms Fifth NormalForm & Domain/Key Normal Form.
Transforming a Conceptual Model to a Relational Modeli Transforming Objects Sets
and 

_ 
Attributes. Transforming Models without Extemal keys, Transforming

Specialization and Generalization. Object Sets. Transforming Relationships: One-One
Relationships. One-Many Relationships, Many-Many Relationships; Transforming
Aggregated Object Sets, Translorming Recursive Relationships.
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Keywords: Keys, Normalization, BCNF, Aggregated Object Sets, R-cursive
Relationship.

tlnit III Relational database implementation:
(a) Relational Algebra and Calculus

Relational Algebra: Union, lntersection, Difference, Product, Select, project.
Join-Natural, Theta & Outer Join. Divide, Assignment.
Relational Calculus: Target list & Qualifying Statement, The Existential
Quantifier, The Universal Quantifier.

Keywords: JOIN, Target list, Existential Quantifier, Universal Quantifier.

Unit IV Relatiorlal database implementation (continued):
(b) Relational Implementation with SQL

Relational lmplementation: An Overview.
Schema and 'lable Definition: Schema definition, Data types & domains,
Defining lables. Column Definirion.
Data Manipulation: Simple Queries (SELECT, FROM. WHERE). Multipte-
Table Queries, Subqueries, Corelated Subqueries, EXISTS and NOT EXISTS
operators, Built-ln Functions (SUM, AVG, COUNT, MAX and MIN), GROUP
BY and rIAVINC clause, Built-[n Functions with Subqueries.
Relational Algebra Operations: UNION, INTERSECT, EXCEPT. JOIN
Database Change Operations: INSERT. UPDAI E, DELETE, Using SeL with
Data Processing Languages; View Definition, Restrictions on View eueries al1d
Updates.

Keywords: Schema, SELECT, Data Manipulation, Database Change Operation, View.

LJnit V Physical Database Systems
Introduction, Physical Access of the Database.
Physical Storage Media: Secondary Storage, Physical Storage Blocks.
Disk Performance Factors: Access Motion Time, Head Activation Time. Rotational
Delay. Data Transfer Rate. Data Transfer Time.
Data Storage Formats on Disk: Track Fomat, Record Format- Fixed-Length Records &
Variable-Length Records, lnput/Output Management.
File Organizing and Addressing Methods: Sequential File Organization, Indexed
Sequential File Organization, Direct File Organization, Hashing: Static Hash Functions
and Dynamic Hash Functions.
Keywords: Disk Performance Factors, Sequential File Organization, Indexed Sequential
File Organization, Direct File Organisation, Hashing.

Suggestion Bool{s:

. Gary W. Hansen & James V. Hansen, "Database Management and Design,,, 2nd Ed.,
2007, Prentice Hall of India Pvt. Ltd.

. Instructional Software Research & Development (ISRD) Group, Lucknow
"lntroduction to Database Management Systems", 2006, Ace Series, Tata McGraw Hill
Publishing Company Limited, New Delhi.

. Ramez Elmasri, Shamkant B. Navathe.
Edition, 2016. Pcarson
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Reference Books:
. Raghu Ramakrishnan & Johannes Gehrke, "Database Management Systems", 3d

Edition, 2014, McGraw Hill Education
. C.J. Date, "An Introduction to Database Systerm", 8th Edition, 2003, Pearson
. Abraham Silberschatz, Henry F'. Korth, S. Sudharshan, "Database System Concepts",

6'h Edition, 2010. Tata McGraw Hill

Suggestive digital platform web links
. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiko/Relational model
. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relational algebra

Suggested equivalent online courses
o NPTEL Course: Intoduction to Database Systems or Database Design
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Continuous Comprehensive llvaluation (CCE): 30 marks, Term Lnd Lrnm Theol]: 70 marks
Internal Asscssment: ContinuoLls
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Class Test Assignment/ Presentation 30

External Assessmenti
University Exam Section
Time:03.00 I lours

Section (A) Very Short questions
Section (B) Short questions
Section (C) Long questions

70

Total 100
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Course l itle DBMS Using PL/SQL Lab
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Credit Value 2

Max. Mark 30+70 (Minimum Marks 35)
Cou.se Outcome: This lab is based on the theory course of DBMS. This lab course involves the
development of the practical skills in DBMS using MS-Access/Visual-FoxPro/SQl-Server/etc. This
course is an attempt to upgrade and enhance students' theoretical skills and provide the hands-on
experience.

After the completion ofthis course, a student shall be able:
. To create Databases & views.
o Execute simple & advance SQL queries.
. Use DBMS tools in the areas ofdatabase applicatioN.

Particular

Practicum details:

Students are required to practice the concepts learnt in the theory by designing and querying a database for
a chosen organization (Like: College. Library, Transport, etc). The teacher may devise appropriate weekly
lab assignments to help students practice the designing, querying a database in the context of example
database. Some suggestive list ofexperiments with their aim, problem definition, theory is given below:

ExperimeIlt-1

{!91 To draw ER Model and Relational Model for a given database. Show ER to Relational Model
reduction.

Resources used: MS-Access/Visual-FoxPro/SQL-Server/etc

Problem Delinition: List the data requirements for the database ofthe company which keep\ track ofthe compaoy
employee, department and projects. The database designers provide the following description:

L The company is organized into departments. Each department has unique name, unique number, and particular
employee to manage the depanment. We keep track of the start date and the employee begins managing the
department. The department has several locations.

2. The department controls a number of projects each of which has a unique name, unique number and a single
location.



3. we store each employee names social security number, address, salary, sex and dob. An employee is assigned
one department but may work on several projects which are not necessarily controlled by the same department.
We keep track ofthe department ofeach employee works on each project and for insurance purpose. We keep
each dependent's first name, sex. dob and relation.

f&gry: The ER data model was developed to facilitate the database design by allowing specification of an

enterprise schema that represents the overall logical structure ofthe database. The ER model data model is one
ofthe several data models. The semantic aspect ofthe model lies in its representation ofthe meaning ofthe data.
The ER model is very useful many database design tools drawn on concepts from the ER model. The ER model
employs I basic notations: ertity set. relationship set and attributes.
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Conclusion: Wc have drawn ER model and Relational Model for the same.

Relational Model:
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Experiment-2

AilG Implementation Database

l. Creation of Database with proper constraints (Pk, Fk,.....etc)

2. Inseft into database using different types ofinsert statements

3. Display

Resources used: MS-Access/V isual-FoxPro/SQL-Server/etc

IlCqIy! The set ofrelations in a database must be specifies to the system by means ofa data definition language
(DDL) The SQL DDL allows specification ofnot only a set of.elations but also specific information about the
relation including:

l. The schema for each relation
2. The domain ofvalues associated with each aftribute
3. The integrity constraints
4. The set ofindices to be maintained for each relation
5. The security and authorization information foreach relation
6. The physical storage structure ofeach relation on disk

Create Table

create table bb (A tD1, A:D:,.-. .........., A,D,, <integrity constraint- 1>,... .....<integrity consrraint-k>)

where tab is the name ofthe relation each Ai is the name ofthe attribute in the schema ofrelation tab and D, is the
domain type of the values in the domain of aftribute Ai. There are a number of different allowable integrity
constraints. We specii/ here only the primary key for the relation.

Insert

A newly created relation is empty initially. We can use the insert command to load data into the relation.

insett into <toble name> values lAt, A2,......, A)

The values are specified in the order in which the corresponding attributes are listed in the relation schema.

Disolav

To display the table after creation and insertion we use the following syntaxl

select *fo t <toble name>

Select clause is used to list the attributes desired in the result ofa query. It correspoDds to the proj€ction operation
ofthe re lational algebra. From clause lists the relationsto be scanned in the evaluation ofthe expression. The asterisk
symbol ("*") is used to denote "all attributes".

Conclusion

Thus, we have successfirlly created the database ofcompany and inserted values in the database.
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Experiment-3

AiE Data Delinition (schema) Modification

1. Alter table: add column, remove column, add constraint, remove constraint
2. Drop table

3. Show schema ofany table

4. Applying different constraints check, not null, etc.

Resources used: MS-Access/Visual-FoxPro/SQL-Server/etc

Theorv: The various command, clauses, firnctions used for the modification ofdatabase are as followsl

(l) Aher lable: Alter table command is used to add attribute to an existing relation. All the tuples are assigned to
null as the values for the new attribute. The form ofthe alter table command is

Alter table r ddd A D

Where, r is the name ofan existing relation.,4 is the name ofthe attribute to be added and D is the domain ofthe
added attribute. We can drop attribute from a relation by the command:

Altet tuble t drcp A

(2) Uplale: ln cefiain situation we may wish to change a value in a tuple without changing all values in the tuple.
For this purpose, the update statement can be used, as we could for insert and delete. We can choose the tuple
be updated by using a query.

eg, pdate EMPLOYEE
set age-20
v'herc SSN=511065

The preceding update statement is applied only to tuple where SSN=514065. lf we want same changes in all
tuples, then we write

Uplate EMPLOYEE

set age=20

(3) Dtop Tttble: To remove a relation fron an SQL database we use the drop table command. The drop table
cornrnand deletes all information about the dropped relation lrom the database

drop hble r

The relation r and to delete all tuples from r, dre following command is used.

delete f|om r

(4) Adding and Rernoving Columns: To add a column to an existing relation, we use

addAD

eg. aher table EMPLOYEE

drd,,.--



To remove a column from an existing relation we use

drop colunn A

Eg. aker tdble EMPLOYEE
drop column age

(5) Nol Null: The not null specification prohibits the insertion of a null value. For a attribute any database
modification that would cause null to be inserted in an attribute declared to be not null generates an error
diagnostic. Ifan attribute is declared as the primary key then it cannot take a null value.

Eg, alter table EMPLOYEE
aler column salary int NOT NULL

(6) Clreck: 'lhe heck clause in SQL can be applied to relation declarations as well to domain declarations when
applied to a relation declaration, the clause check(p) specified a predicate p that must be specified by every tuple
iD a relation. A common use ofthe check clause is to ensure that the attribute value satisry specified condition.

Eg, aliet hble EMPLOYEE
add conslrai te dge

check (erye> l9)

Conclusion: Thus, we have executed all the queries required lor the modification ofdatabase.

Experiment-4

{ip[ Simple SQL queries (Single table retrieval)

l. Make use ofdifferent operators (relational, logical etc.)
2. Selection ofrows and columns, renaming columns, use ofdistinct keyword
3. String handling (%, etc.)
4. Update statement, case update
5. Delete, cascade delete (ifpossible)

Resources used: MS-Access/Visual-FoxPro/SQL-Server/etc

Theorv:

l. Selecl clause: Select clause is used to list the attributes desired in the result of a query. lt corresponds to the

projection operation of the relational algebral

Eg. select *fron EMPLOYEE
-allattributes
select fnane, SSN lron EMP LOYEE
-only fname and SSN

2.lrom cla^se: Fro'n clause lists the relations to be scanned in the evaluation ofthe expansion.

3.where clouse: The where clause corresponds to the selection predicate ofthe relational algebra. lt consists ofa
predicate involving attribute ofthe relations that appear in the from clause.

/i) and: and cl^rse;s ssed when we want a result and all the conditions are satisfied in the where clause.

True aru1 unknown - true
Fulse und w*toyvn = unhtown
Unknov'n or unknown : unknotln

\*$ a-



(ii) N (Renante operarolr. SQL provides a mechanism for renaming both relations and attributes. It uses the as

clause taking the form

old narne as nevj nane

(iir.listittct: lf we \'!ant to eliminate duplicates, we use the keyword distinct in the aggregation expression.

eE. select dislinct sdlary
fron EMPLOYEE

(iv) Slring opemlions: The most commonly used operations on strings are pattern ,natching using the operation

like we describe the pattenls by using the two special characters 0/o and _.

7o: The oZ character matches any substring

_: The character matches any character

eg, 'Perry%' matches any string beginning with "Perry".
'%idgeoz' matches any string containing "idge" as substring

' _" matches any sking ofexactly three characters

" _ _ 
oZ" matches any string of at least three characters

(v) Updale and Cose Uplare.' ln certain situations, we may wish to change a value in a tuple without changing all
the values in the tuple. For this purpose, the update statement can be used.

eg. update EMPLOYEE
set age:20
where SSN=511065

SQL provides a case construct which we can use to perform both th€ update with a single update statement

avoiding the proble,n with the order ofupdates.

eg. update account
set balance =case
rhen balance<=1000

then balance*1.05
else balance*1.06

(vi) delele: To delete a tuple from relation r, we use the following command

deletefrom r
where. r is the name ofthe r€lation

Conclusion: Thus, we have executed simple queries in SQL.

Experimetrt-5

{!41 Advanced SQL Queries- I

l. Group by, having clause, aggregate function
2. Set operations like union, union all and use oforder by clause

3. Nested queries: in, not in, exists, not exists and any, all

Resourccs useci: MS-Access,'Visual-FoxPro/SQL-Scncr/ctc
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Theorv:

l. Group by clause: These are circumstances where we would like to apply the aggregate functions to a single set

oftuples but also to a group ofsets oftuples, we would like to specify this wish in SQL using the group by clause.
The attributes or attributes given by the group by clause are used to form groups. Tuples with the same value on all
attributes in the group by clause placed in one group:

eg.

select deptlno, arg(sall as avg sal
JTo EMPLOYEE
grorp by dept _no

2. Hnving clause: Ahaving clause is like a where clause but only applies only to groups as a whole whereas the
where clause applies to the individualrows. A query can contain both where clause and a having clause. In thatcase

a. The where clause is applied first to the individual rows in the tables ortable structures objects in the diagram
pane. Only the rows that meet the conditions in the wh€re clause are grouped.

b. The having clause is then applied to the rows in the result set that are produced by grouping. Only the groups

that meet the haviog conditions appear in the query output.
eg.

select dept lnolton EMPLOYEE
p:toup by dept no
having avg (salary) >=all
(select at'g (salary)

fton EMPLOYEE
gro p b! dept )'to)

3. Aggrcgate furr.lio4s.' Aggregate functions such as SUM, AVC, count, count (*), MAX and MIN generate

summary values in query result sets. An aggregate firnctions (with the exception ofcount (*) processes all the
selected values in a single column to produce a single result value:

eg.

selecl dePt ltlo, count (*)

?o EMPLOYEE

Eroup by dept no

eg.

selecl nar(salar!) ds maximum

fron EMPLOYEE

eg.

select sum(salar!) as btal_salart
lron EMPLOYEE

eg.

selecl ti (sahry) ds n insdl
.fton EMPLOYEE

4. U ion arrd a ioh Opsrdrom.. Combines the result oftwo or more queries into a single result set consisting ofall
the rows belonging to all queries in the union. This is different from usingjoins that combine columns from two
tables. Two basic rules for combining the result sets oftwo queries with union are:

A. The number and the order ofthe columns must be identical in all queries.
B. The data types must be compatible:

select mdx(salary) as naxinum
lron EMPLOYEE

select min(salary)
EJIPI,OI'EE

L



Specifies that multiple result two or more queries into a single result set consisting ofall the rows belonging to
all queries into single result set consisting ofall the rows belonging to all queries in the union. This is different
from usingjoins that combine columns from two tables. Two basic rules are followed.

5- Oftlet by clause: SQL allows the user to order the tuples in the result set olthe query ofa quely by the values of
one or more attributes using the order by clause. The default order is in the increasing order ofvalues. we can

speciry the keyword DES if we want values in descending order-

6. Exists arul not existsi Subqueries introduced with exists and not queries can be used for two seet theory
operations: Intersection and Difference. The intersection of two sets contains allelements that belong to both of
the original sets. The difference contains elements that belong to only first ofthe two sets.

eg.

se lect *fron DEPA RTMENT
where exists (select * Iroit PROJECT
where DEPARTMENT.dept no=PROJECT.dept no)

7- IN anl NOT IN: SQL allows testing tuples for membership in a relation. The "lN" connective tests for set

membership where the set is a collection ofvalues produced by select clause. The "NOT IN" connective tests for
the absence ofset membership. The IN and NOT IN connectives can also be used on enumerated sets.

eg.

select ptoj lnane lion PROJECT
where dept nonoti (select dept nolrom DEPARTMENT
where dept name = " chemisty " )

eg.

selec t lname.from EMPLOYEE
nhere SSN in (select ngt;SNlrom DEPARTMENT)

Conclasiot: Thus, wehave studied and executed all the queries mentioned using various clauses.

Experiment-6

{iq Advanced SQL Queries -2.

(l) Join (lnner & Outer)
(2) Exists & Union

Resources used: MS-Access/Visual-FoxPro/SQL-Server/etc

Theory:

JOINST SQLjoins are used to query data from two or more tables, based on a relationship between certain columns
in these tables.

Type of JOIN.'

. Equi Joinsl

This operation allows to connect, with a relation ofequality, the tables which have at least a common attribute.
One must have r-1 conditions ofjoin, , being the number oftables which intervene in the query.

lf no condition ofjoin is specified, the corresponding query will realize the Cartesian product of the implied
tables.

Syntax:
SELECT TABLEl.col l - TABLE Lco12...
TABl.Fl.oll TABI Fl coll



FROM table name l, table_name2
WHERE table namel.coll =table name2.col2

TYPE OF Equi-Joins:

An equi-join is further classified into two categoriesl

(b) Outer.Ioin

(a) I net loin:
The INNER JOIN keyword retum rows when there is at least one match in both tables.

Syntax:
SELEC T c o lu n n lt ant e (s)

FROM table nanel
INNER JOIN table ru P2
ONtable name|-column name:lable nane2.column nd rc

(b) Outer loi,rs:
The outerjoin is retuming all the rows returned by simple join or equijoin as well as those rows from one

table that do not match any row from the other table, the symbol (+) represents outerjoin the outertable

operator can appear onl) on side ofthe expression.

Type ofOuter Joins:
. Left OUTf,RJOIN: Retum all rows from the left table, even ifthere are no matches in the right table.

Syntax:
SELEC T TA B LE L c o lu'nn.....
TABLE2.colunn.....
FROM table namel, table name2
tlHERE toble name Lcolunln(+) = table 

-nane2-colufin;
o Right OUTER JOIN: Return atl rows from the right table, even ifthere are no matches in the left table.

Syntax:
SELECT TABLE 1.colunn.....
TABLE2.colunn.....
FROM table lndnel,lable nahe2
WHERE table anel.column = ldble lane2.col mn(+):

EXISTS

EXISTS uses a subquery as a condition, where the condition is True ifthe subquery returns any rows, and False if
the subquery does not return any rows,

Syntax:

SELECT colwnns
FROM tdbles
WHERE EXISTS ( su bq uery),

UNION

There are occasions where you might want to see th€ results of multiple queries together, combining their output:

use UNION.

The SQL UNION operator combines two or more SELECT statements.

Syntax:

SELECTcolw ndne(s) FROMtable anel

SELECT colnnn name(s) FROMtable name2

Notice that SQL requires that the Select list (ofcolumns) must match, column-by-column, in data type This concept

is useful in situations where a primary key is related to a foreign key, but the foreign key value for some primary

is NULL. For example. in one table. the primary key is a salesperson. and in another table is cuslomers, with

'W-*-\s q"



their salesperson listed in the same row. However. ifa salesperson has no customers, that personrs name wontt appear

in the customer table.

Conclusion: Thus, we have studied and executed all the queries mentioned using various clauses.

Experiment-7

l!i!q [mplementation of views.

l. Creclion oJ views
2. Usage of views
3. Creation ol viev,s usi gT iews
-1. Drop view

Resources used: MS-Access/Visual-FoxPro/SQL-Server/etc

Theorvi

Views: Any relation that is not part ofany logical model but is made visible to the user as a virtual relation is called

as a view. It is possible to support a large number ofviews on the top ofany given set ofactual database relation.

Views help in 2 ways:
1. For security purpose
2. Create a personalized collection ofrelation that is better user's intuition than is logical model

Creation ofvi€ws:
l. Views is defined using'create view' command
2. To define a view we must give the view a better name and must state the query that computes the view

Syntax:
credle riew<ilierr name> as <query expression>

where quer) erpression is an) legal querl erpression.

3. Once we have defined a view. we can use the view name to refer to the virtual relation that the view
generation.

4. Attribute name ofthe view can be specified explicitly asi

Create viev, l/(/A t VA:,... .....1/A) as select (A t,A),... .....,A') lon Rt rhere(P)

where, p: predicate
Rr: relation
Ar-A": attribute of view
V: view name

Crestion ofviews using VIEW:

Since, view relations may appear in any place that a relation name may appear, except for restrictions on the use of
views in update expressions. Thus, one view may be used in the expression defining another view. For eg. Let

Emp work info is a view with attribute F name, SSN, Project no, Work-hrs. Then creation ofother view can be

done as:

crectte view ei, riev)
selectflame, work hrs

from enp wo* info

Updating olviews

Although views are useful forthe queries, they presenta serious problem. If we express updates insertion ordeletion

on view as the modification done to the database in terms ofthe views must be translated to a modification to actual

relations in the logical methods ofdatabase,

Drop view

A view creates earlier can be dropped using 'Drop View' command

A{r^,.-
\
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Syntax:
Drop tiew r'

where. r: View Name.

It deletes allthe information about view from the database.

Conclusion: Thus, we have concluded the project by studying and implementing the concept ofviews in SQL

Suggestion Books:
o Dr Rajeev Chopra, "Database Management System (DBMS) A Practical Approach",

2010. S Chand
. Jitendra Patel- "DBMS Lab Manual" Kindle Edition.20l2

Suggestive digital platform web links
o https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/raibag/FileHandle 2T0-10ld6l6b-255a-4add-8d9b-

dd2e22fec7c1.pdf
. https://pesitsouth.pes.edu/pdfl201g/July/CS/LM-DBMS%20LAB.pdf
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